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Not trying to be _________-pleasers but _____pleasers. (v4)
Paul wasn’t out to _____ ______. He was out to
_____ _______ for Jesus!
Mostly we don’t want to ________ anyone by our
______.
How do you avoid people-pleasing? Make the
Lord ____ in your life so that your motivation
and focus is _____ ______, but Him.
“Because we loved you so much, we were delighted to _______ with you not only the gospel of
God but our _______ as well.” (V8)
They formed deep relationships based on genuine _________- ______________.
Church is ______________.
The church is built first on __________Truth, and
then on the deep relationships between
____________.
_______ must truly be the only _____________ for
God’s work.
Believers who love each other ________ their
_______ with each other. And lives are shared by
_____________ ________ with each other.
The best way to spend time and share your life
with other believers is in a ________ group or
_______ Group.
When you know someone _______ you, you let
them _________ ______ your heart, into your life.
Deep relationships thrive on ___________,
_______ and forgiveness. These are the
_______, sunlight and _____ that produce deep
relational ________.

Church is a family.
With humility, grace and forgiveness, there will be
plenty of __________ family ___________.
_____________ was a _________ experience for
most believers in the early Church.
Suffering __________ the Church by weeding
out ____________ believers – the uncommitted.
The suffering Church is actually a ___________
church, a ___________ Church.
Paul had ____________ in them with toil and hardship not to be a burden to them (v9).
He shared his life with them, and they
____________ because of it.
My ______ is that you have – and will continue to flourish because Alicia and I have _______ our lives
with you.

